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Farm Bill talks commence; where will Dairy be?
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WASHINGTON, D.C. – As Congress begins During Congress’s deliberaaccurately reflect the true year-round demand for labor, Congress must
its deliberations on the next farm bill, im- tions in 2014, lawmakers immargin dairy producers are provide the agriculture industry with an efprovements to the dairy Margin Protection plemented a 10-percent cut
experiencing, Mulhern said. fective guest worker program to meet its fuProgram must be a top priority for lawmak- to the weightings of all three
The other NMPF recom- ture needs, while also providing a way to
ers, said Jim Mulhern, president and CEO of feedstuff components of the
mendations include: Improv- address current workers with improper docthe National Milk Producers Federation. He MPP feed cost formula, due
ing the affordability of the umentation.
spoke here on Wednesday, March 22, before to what turned out to be an
“Without access to a steady and reliable
program’s premiums; changthe House Agriculture Committee.
ing the timing of payments workforce, our industry will not be able to
inaccurate budget score from
During the Farm Bill hearing on Capitol the Congressional Budget Ofand annual enrollment to be survive, let alone thrive, in the future,” MulHill, Mulhern told committee members that fice. The resulting feed formore farmer friendly; and ex- hern said.
the dairy Margin Protection Program (MPP) mula “understates the price
Mulhern also touched on trade’s impact
panding the use of additional
is failing to live up to its intended role as a to farmers of producing 100
risk management tools, such on dairy, which has expanded considerably
viable economic safety net for farmers, and pounds of milk, thereby overas the Livestock Gross Mar- in the last decade. The United States has gone
that a series of changes is needed to restore stating the actual margins
gin Program, to complement from exporting less than $1 billion of dairy
Jim Mulhern
dairy producers’ confidence in the program. farmers are experiencing,”
the risk management offered products in 2000 to a record $7.1 billion in
Mulhern’s full testimony can be found here. Mulhern said, adding that the Agriculture by the MPP safety net.
2014 – an increase of 625 percent. Because of
“While MPP was, and is, the right ap- Committee “got the calculation right the first
“We look forward to working with this this, Mulhern said, the United States must
proach for the future of federal dairy policy, time,” and thus needs to restore the MPP feed committee to enact these changes in the next preserve and enhance successful elements of
the program in its current form does not pro- formula to its original level. Margins using farm bill,” Mulhern said.
its free trade agreements, such as its partnervide meaningful safety net support to the na- the current formula are approximately $1 per
His testimony also addressed an issue of ship with Mexico, America’s No. 1 dairy extion’s dairy farmers,” Mulhern said.
hundredweight higher than they would be if great concern to many in the dairy commu- port market. The federal government should
The MPP is designed to allow farmers to the original feed formula were in place.
nity: the need for immigration reform. The also work to rectify problematic trade issues,
insure the gap between milk prices and the
NMPF is also asking that Congress direct importance of immigrant workers to the U.S. such as Canada’s protectionist attempt to uncost of purchasing feed for dairy cattle. Farm- the Agriculture Department to obtain more dairy industry cannot be overstated, Mulh- dermine its trade commitments to the
ers can choose to pay higher premiums for precise data for the prices dairy farmers are ern said. At least 50 percent of the U.S. dairy United States, and the European Union’s atadditional levels of margin coverage, al- paying for corn, soybean meal and hay, while farm workforce is comprised of foreign-born tempts to co-opt the use of common food
though a decreasing number have elected also collecting better data for the price farm- labor. Because the seasonal H-2A visa pro- names like parmesan and feta.
that approach as they saw the program un- ers receive for milk. These changes will more gram does not apply to dairy farms with a
“If we aren’t in the game actively negotiderperforming. The MPP will
ating on these issues, we are
continue to falter “without
ceding ground to our comaction by this Congress to
petitors and those looking to
move it closer to the promake it tougher for us to do
gram it was originally probusiness in their markets,”
posed to be,” Mulhern said.
said Mulhern.
Since its creation in the
Mulhern’s testimony also
2014 farm bill, the MPP has
stressed the need for conoffered little effective supgressional support for the
port to dairy farmers, resultDairy Pride Act, introduced
ing in dwindling particiby Reps. Peter Welch, Mike
pation in the program. To
Simpson and Sean Duffy in
rectify that problem, Mulhthe House, and Sen. Tammy
ern shared with the commitBaldwin in the Senate. The
tee members the recomlegislation would force the
mendations to improve the
U.S. Food and Drug AdminisMPP that NMPF’s Board of
tration to enforce its longDirectors unanimously apstanding rules defining the
proved earlier this month.
composition of products that
NMPF’s proposal includes
use the term “milk.”
a series of adjustments that
Mulhern said that plantwill affect the way both feed
based alternatives lack real
prices (including corn, alfalfa
milk’s consistent level of nuand soybean meal) and milk
trition, and that in the abprices are calculated. The
sence of proper labeling enmost needed improvement
forcement, increasing numMcWilliams Holsteins of Somerset County won the presPierick, Joe Brinton, Sam McWilliams, Sabrina Clark, Jill
tigious banners for Premier Breeder and Premier Exhibitor
McWilliams, Charlene McWilliams (holding Ryleigh Endis restoring the feed cost forbers of nutritionally inferior
at the Pennsylvania Spring Holstein Show. Pictured from vick) and Shannon Endvick. The show report begins on
dairy imitators will lead to
mula to the one originally
left to right are Greg Simpson, McKenzie Endvick, Renee
page 3.
confusion in the marketplace.
developed by NMPF, he said.
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